
09121: "still feeling very prolific in my head and fluently getting new thoughts

but finding it challenging to record them having to also walk with my kids at

times crying and also feeling i might get heard but nonetheless managing to keep

on recording especially in a state of complete renunciation for anything worldly"

15130: "keeping not so much outdoor with bad weather and also having to take care

of both baby silvester and livia with now myrthe working and mostly only briefly

walking  outside  finding  anyway  little  traffic  but  at  times  detecting  some

industrial smell in the air or experiencing the traffic going to utrecht with

myrthe and the kids to walk during the weekend"

14148: "giving up all the hard work in the mountains after the hunters blocked it

and resuming my ordinary life taking care of my small daughter livia both staying

in mestre walking with her despite the bad weather and getting many ideas and also

returning to holland just focusing on her taking walks and getting ideas in our

small city of culemborg"

03132: "listening to the songs of the cartoons watched by livia but also hearing

herself singing them and also listening to songs while driving to look for a metal

workshop where to prepare my installation in the mountains and listening to songs

at one of livia's cousins birthday"

09122: "still a very prolific period yet still unable to walk in full isolation

with both kids to take care of and pushing them in the stroller taking small walks

reflecting mostly on my decision to cut with my ego and anything connected to it" 

11228: "very rainy and humid winter weather going often out with the kids crossing

several time our small city but finding relatively little trash except rivers of

trash after the new year celebration with an exceptional amount of fireworks

exploded in every corner of the city and the cleaning machine breaking up to clean

the side-walks"

04132: "a period feeling reinvigorated from working hard on my new website with

the interface linking to my cube installation in the mountains and feeling good to

have reached a concrete results but having to work in the night and lacking some

sleep feeling at times quite down but also at last managing well to be home with

both livia and silvester finding somewhat of a rythm together"

10146:  "my  last  time  living  in  a  hostel  in  stockholm  while  working  at  the

university there and getting to know some interesting people like a romanian girl

living  in  canada  but  also  photographing  some  people  met  during  my  doctorate

dissertation  like  the  audio  visual  technician  and  back  in  the  netherlands

photographing some of neighbours during the summer street party"

12191: "again news ready regularly despite almost having no internet connection

available in my study and mostly using my phone finding it harder to conduct in



depth searches for casualties especially with the corona virus outbreak taking up

most of the on-line newspapers yet been able to find a lot of hidden news about

casualties in the african content"

08120: "writing a fable inspired by the remora fish seen in a documentary and

creating some sort of symbiosis between him and a young whale yet once again

turning the fable political and possibly reflecting the locked up bureucratic

situation i increasingly experience living in europe"

09123: "still quite prolific in my thinking but also getting a bit empty in my

head after recording my lectures and still recording trying to take longer walks

with both my youngest son and daughter in the pram and at times also finding it

hard to record with much wind and bad weather blowing against us"

16146: "a too warm end of the winter leading to a lot of bad weather in the

netherlands with several storms setting in and forcing me and the kids a lot

indoor and also ruining to some extent august carnival vacations here with us

unable to do more than some walks around town"

05146: "a month spent without our car to save the tax money and with my small kids

to  take  care  of  but  nonetheless  managing  to  take  quite  some  walks  both  in

culemborg reaching even the nearby village of beusinchem with livia and walking on

the dike going upstream with silvester sleeping in the pram and with both kids for

the first time venturing alone in utrecht and crossing it but also taking a walk

alone in amsterdam from south to central on my way to pick august at the airport

and with him taking a walk in the ugly and modern houten to check for a jacket for

his birthday and then also going back with him and the kids for a long walk in

utrecht this time with two strollers and managing on the way back with also myrthe

to reach lunette exploring the last bit of the old railroad"

13199: "with no car and my small kids to attend mostly filming public places in

the small culemborg but also managing to visit with them utrecht and film quite

the usual places there and also crossing amsterdam on foot to pick up august at

the airport and with him despite the weather still keeping it in utrecht but also

crossing amsterdam under the rain as his flight got canceled and filming some nice

places there with the sun coming out"

07199: "painting executed during a long time in the short moments free from the

kids and all the project updating and keeping it rather simple with still a gray

and blue surface appearing as under and over layers as well the usual circle

painted yellow"

17111: "traveling quite much across europe and first observing clouds while in the

netherlands and then while in frankfurt for an exhibition before traveling back to

sweden and then making it to london crossing the city and observing the clouds

there"


